
 

 

  

Sermon for Sunday, March 1, 2020 
  

LOVE’S LIMITS 
 

The year was 1960. Our family was driving across the country – moving from Pennsylvania 

to California – where my father had been called to serve a new church. It was the middle of 

August, and so without air conditioning in our car, Dad decided to drive through the desert in 

the middle of the night. We three children were asleep in the back seat. All of a sudden, Dad 

demanded that we wake up. There, stretched before us, was the main strip of Las Vegas – lit 

up like a carnival at 4 o’clock in the morning. “Children,” Dad proclaimed, “I want you to see 

what sin looks like!” 
 

We modern Christians have an uncomfortable relationship with the word sin. In our feel-good 

world focused on self-sufficiency and immediate gratification, a focus on sin seems old- 

fashioned and unhealthy. When I served as General Presbyter overseeing 91 churches in 

Hudson River Presbytery, there were two congregations that had eliminated the unison Prayer 

of Confession from their worship every week. Why? Because they wanted to assure visitors 

that guilt and shame were not part of their schtick. Well, as a good Calvinist, I was horrified. 

You see, for me, sin is central to my identity. I am a beloved child of God – created in the 

image of God - but very aware of the many ways I fall short of the glory of God. 

 

As Presbyterians we acknowledge sin – not Jonathon Edward’s total worm like total depravity 

but sin as the truth about who we really are – imperfect disciples who yearn for grace. I agree 

with Barbara Brown Taylor, who suggests that sin is our only hope. You see, the recognition 

that there is something wrong is the first step toward setting it right. Sin, first and foremost, is 

rebellion and separation from God and from others – wrecked relationships based on our own 

imperfections and willfulness. 

 

Genesis 2 and 3 were written at the time of King David and they look back thousands of years 

to try and understand the brokenness and fragmentation of the human story. What Adam and 

Eve show us in the Garden is this. Built into God’s design of life is the difference between the 

Creator and the Creature. And when we blur the lines - when we push the limits - there is a 

tragic price to pay. 

 

Of course, the truth is that most of us think that the rules - the limits - apply to everybody but 

us. Somehow, we are the ones who can defy the odds. We are the ones who can successfully 

live outside the parameters of human finitude. The teenager who drinks and drives. The 

spouse who cheats. The executive who creates bogus partnerships to cover up company debt. 

The parents who hover and control. The President - Democrat or Republican - who lies under 

oath. The author who plagiarizes. The pastor or priest who abuses her flock. The nation or the 

family who denies the toxic possibilities of a viral pandemic. 

 



 

 

But, my friends, let us not despair. According to Genesis what is wrong with us can only be 

understood in the context of what is right with us. Or as Matthew Fox reminds us - original 

blessing, not original sin - is the point of the creation story. Walter Brueggemann suggests 

that for all of us, walking in the Garden of Eden - walking in the Garden of Life - is a 

privilege made possible by three gifts from God. 

 

The first thing God gives Adam and Eve is a vocation - a purpose for life. And that vocation 

is to till and to keep the garden. That, my friends is the bottom line. We, as descendants of 

Adam and of Eve, are to till and keep the Garden of Life - the garden of this world. It is a high 

and holy calling. But its focus is not just on us. The focus is on all the corners and all the 

creatures of creation. 

 

The second gift God gives us is freedom. We are given the permission to enjoy and savor the 

goodness of the garden - to delight and revel in our senses - and to fill ourselves with the 

luscious fruit of God’s generous heart.  

 

But then paradoxically, mysteriously, God offers a third gift - a gift which seems to contradict 

the second gift of permission. The third gift is the gift of prohibition. God prohibits us from 

eating of just one tree - the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. And God gives dire 

warnings about what will happen if we disobey. 

 

Now, I want to let you in on a personal bias that I have. I believe that God never intended that 

we would live forever, as innocent children in the Garden of Eden. Instead God wants us to 

grow up and take our place as Co-Creators with God in the big wide world. If God did not 

expect Adam and Eve to eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, why did God 

put it there in the first place? (Barbara Brown Taylor idea). And what is so with Eve’s 

curiosity and imagination, her desire to gain knowledge and wisdom? And why shouldn’t she 

offer this delightful fruit to her lover and her best friend? Maybe, just maybe, the point of this 

morality tale is that God wants us to rebel, expects us to rebel, so that we can learn the 

consequences of growing up, the consequences of claiming our place in the adult world. So 

that we can learn that moral responsibility and moral accountability is essential to our identity 

as beloved children of God. 

 

And so, maybe the purpose of God’s gift of prohibition in the garden – is to teach us the limits 

of freedom, yes, the limits of being the Creature - and not the Creator. And the point of these 

limits is not to restrict us, but to balance us - to allow us to fulfill our vocation as tillers and 

keepers – to liberate us to enjoy the 99.9% of the garden we are invited to enjoy. 

 

Of course, because we are human, we inevitably put our own needs and curiosities before the 

wisdom of God. And so, we disregard God’s prohibitions. The consequences of our 

disobedience are exactly as God predicts. We lose our idyllic, innocent place in the Garden of 

Eden. When we try to play God, what we get is not abundance and delight. What we get, all 

too often, is anxiety and confusion and separation from God’s love. What we get is sin. 



 

 

 

There is the very human story of a woman standing in the check-out line with a young child 

by her side. The child, a boy of about 4, starts to reach for a bar of chocolate. His mother asks 

him to stop. The little boy draws his hand back, but a few seconds later, he once again reaches 

out and grabs a Snickers Bar. His mother stoops down and in a firm, but gentle voice says, & 

I asked you not to take the candy. Please put it back. “The little boy realizes that he has 

pushed against a limit, so he puts the candy back on the shelf. He then turns and looks up to 

his mother with beseeching eyes, and says, “Mommy, I love you.” She replies, “I know, 

honey, and I love you too. But if you love me, please do what I ask.” (Bass Mitchell) 

 

My friends, when it comes to the vocation that God asks us to embody this day, we are often 

like little children - again and again forgetting the limits that God places before us. Again and 

again, God gently but firmly calls us back to accountability - pulling us magnetically toward 

the fullness of life - asking us to be partners and friends in the mutual work of creation - 

asking us to put the well-being of the whole before the impulses of our own small selves. 

 

Today Jesus models for us the way we are to deal with the temptation of playing God. In this 

classic Lenten story, Jesus leaves the Garden and enters the desert. He intentionally decides to 

follow the Spirit away from grandiose possibility into the heart of his human vocation. Now 

as God - as one who has the power and knowledge of Creation - Jesus can easily do all that 

the devil suggests - dazzle the crowds, feed the hungry, manipulate power. But instead, as a 

human being, Jesus claims the other part of his identity - the creaturely part of his identity. He 

refuses to play God in the midst of the reality of our human story. 

 

And so, Jesus sides with us. He chooses community over individuality, he chooses love over 

power, he chooses vulnerability and inter-dependence over self-sufficiency and autonomy. He 

accepts his vocation - which is to till and keep the garden for everyone. And he models how 

we are to claim that vocation for ourselves. Yes, Jesus accepts the limits of being human. He 

accepts the limits of power and freedom, so that he can empower and free all of creation. My 

friends, this Lenten season may we too accept the limits of God’s love. Yes, let us be curious 

and courageous like Eve. But, more important, let compassion for all of creation temper our 

individual impulses. This is the only way we can truly revel in the unlimited abundance of 

God’s grace. 

 

May it be so for you and for me. Amen 
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